Image De-Noising and Micro Crack Detection of Solar Cells
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Abstract:

Solar cell is known as a sustainable and environment friendly source of energy in nature. It converts sunlight directly into electricity with zero emission and also without side-effects on the environment. But, solar cells have optical and mechanical defects which include the type of micro crack, the size of crack, and the noise from electrical or electromechanical interference during the image acquisition. This paper through image processing techniques presents several groups of methods to compare between two types of solar cell images, which are from solar cells with crack and without crack. In the first step, there are some methods such as Gaussian filter, Diffusion filter, Wavelet filter, Fast Fourier Transform and notch filter to de-noise images. In the next level, the study presents Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method to feature extraction of images and also the Hough transform to perform crack detection and analysis. Finally, the results confirm that the image from the solar cell with crack has the highest “S” measure compared to good images which have lower “S” measure levels.
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1. Introduction

Solar cells are known as one of the most hopeful candidates to have sustainable, environmentally friendly energy sources which are able to convert sunlight directly to electric power and without having any bad effect to the natural environment [1]. In fact, solar cells which convert the photons from the sun to electricity are mostly based on crystalline silicon in the recent market. It can produce a good performance in its usable lifespan and provide conversion efficiency between the currently available methods [2, 28].

But, the solar cells have various deficiencies which are recognized as “micro-crack” and “noise spectroscopy”. For example, a micro crack arises due to the mechanical category and also can be categorized according to types and sizes [2]. In addition, solar cells are fragile, which can be a reason of the decreased yield during processing. It may cause electrical failure in the post processing stages of solar cells and solar modules too [3]. As noted above, one of the solar cell’s defects is noise, which has various types such as thermal, shot, generation, and recombination. In fact, low frequency noise is a more sensitive tool for analysing the degradation phenomena, like electro migration and that sort of breakdown. All types of noise play a different role in the reliability analysis [24].

In turn, micro cracks as another type of a solar cell defect are known. In recent years, using visual images to detect micro-cracks of solar cells and wafers are presented to improve the efficiency and also the detecting time. Moreover, through the methods of the smoothing process, micro cracks will be detected in solar cells precisely in the similar thickness. Also, a novel checking system combining a tunable exposing unit to inspect micro-cracks of solar wafers is recommended. With the infrared ray transmitting through silicon wafers, the inspecting images will be captured by a CCD camera, and the micro-crack defects from the images will appear quite clear. Therefore, to distinguish either micro-cracks or grain boundaries from the images, this can be done precisely and also easily by definite algorithms. This inspecting system is particularly efficient when the thickness of the multi-crystalline silicon wafer is not constant. Overall, it is safe to say that there are a lot of studies which suggested for the inspecting methods to detect solar cell defects, like the image processing scheme for crack detection [3].

According to the cracks’ sizes, they can be grouped as either macro or micro cracks (μ-cracks). For example, a crack with a size smaller than 30 μm in width is usually grouped, as a micro crack. In turn, cracks can be classified as either visible or invisible too. The visible cracks happen on the surface of a silicon cell depending on their sizes, which may or may not be seen by naked eyes. The invisible internal defects can be detected by using near-infrared (NIR) imaging technologies [4]. As an example, “Fig. 1” shows a solar cell image which includes micro crack and noise.

In turn, there are various methods to detect cracks, which can be divided to two parts, the old and new methods. There are some methods which are considered as old, to reveal the cracks, such as direct sound, radiation (e.g. X-ray, gamma-ray, neutron, etc.), heat, or light into test objects and observe their responses. Other common methods for crack inspection include the dye inspection, eddy current inspection [6], acoustic inspection [7, 8] ultrasonic inspection [9], radiant heat thermography (RHT) [10, 11] scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) [12, 13], photoluminescence (PL) [14, 15], electroluminescence (EL) [16, 17], resonance ultrasonic vibration (RUV) [18, 19], electronic speckle pattern interferometer (ESPI) [20], and Micro crack detection of multi-crystalline silicon wafer using machine vision techniques [4]. This paper will compare two groups of images of solar cells with crack and without crack by the image processing techniques. These methods include image enhancement via, Gaussian, Diffusion, Wavelet, and Notch filters. Meanwhile, the Hough transform was used for crack detection.

2. De-noising Images by Different Filters

Digital images are prone to diverse types of noises [29]. Noises are the outcome of faults in the image attainment process that would result in pixel values which do not reflect the real intensities of the true scene. There are several ways which noise can be presented into an image, depending on how the image is captured [22, 25]. For instance, in acquiring images with a CCD camera, factors affecting the amount of noise in the resulting image are light levels and sensor temperature. In turn, the periodic noise in an image rises typically from electrical or electromechanical interference during the image acquisition, which has been filtered by notch filter and wavelet filter [22, 25]. In this paper, the images are obtained directly in a digital format as a CCD detector which can create
2.1. Diffusion Filter

The diffusion filter as a high pass filter is used to de-noise the images. In the diffusion equation structure of looking at scale-space, the diffusion coefficient $c(x,y,t)$ is supposed to be a constant independent of the space location. The anisotropic diffusion attempts to avoid the blurring effect of the Gaussian by convolving the image. The anisotropic diffusion equation is given by [21]:

$$I_t = \text{div} (c(x,y,t) \nabla I) = c(x,y,t) \Delta I + \nabla c \cdot \nabla I$$  

(1)

Where, the $\text{div}$ is the divergence operator which with $\nabla$ and $\Delta$ respectively are the gradient and Laplacian operators, with respect to the space variables and also $I$ in this variable identifies the image. The function of gradient is given by [21]:

$$c(x,y,t) = g(\|\nabla I(x,y,t)\|)$$  

(2)

There are two options available:

Option1: $g(\nabla I) = e^{\epsilon \left( -(\|\nabla I\|/k)^2 \right)}$  

(3)

Option2: $g(\nabla I) = 1/(1 + (\|\nabla I\|/k)^2)$  

(4)

2.2 Gaussian Filter

The Gaussian filter, which smoothes the whole image irrespective of its edges or details, is a local and linear filter [26]. In this study, the Gaussian as a high pass filter is used as a second filter. The transfer function of the Gaussian high pass filter is given by:

$$H(u,v) = 1 - e^{-D_0^2(u,v)/2D^2}$$  

(5)

where $D_0$ is a distance from the center of the frequency rectangle and $D(u,v)$ is the space between a point $(u,v)$ in the frequency domain and the middle of the frequency rectangle that is given by:

$$D(u,v) = \left[ (u-M/2)^2 + (v-N/2)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$  

(6)

where the size of image is $M \times N$ and $u = 0,1,2, ..., M-1, v = 0,1,2, ..., N-1$ [22].

2.3 Wavelet Filter

The third filter which is a Wavelet filter is used to remove noises from images where Wavelet transforms are based on small waves that are called wavelets. To perform the Wavelet transforms in two-dimensional, a two-dimensional scaling function, $\phi(x,y)$ and three two-dimensional wavelets, $\psi^H(x,y), \psi^V(x,y)$ and $\psi^D(x,y)$ are required. These wavelets measure functional variations-intensity variations for images along different directions. For example $\phi^H(x,y)$ measures variations along columns (Horizontal), and also $\psi^V(x,y)$ measures variations along rows (Vertical), and $\psi^D(x,y)$ is for Diagonal parameters [22].

The scaled and translated functions are defined by:

$$\phi_{j,m,n}(x,y) = 2^{j/2}\phi(2^jx - m, 2^jy - n)$$  

(7)

$$\psi^i_{j,m,n}(x,y) = 2^{j/2}\psi^i(2^jx - m, 2^jy - n)$$  

(8)

Where, index $i$ is the directional wavelet $i = \{H,V,D\}$, $j_0 = 0$ and $m = n = 0,1,2, ..., 2^j - 1$ so that $j = 0,1,2, ..., j_0 - 1$. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of image $f(x,y)$ of size $M \times N$ is given by [21]:

$$W_0(j_0,m,n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{MN}} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x,y) \phi_{j_0,m,n}(x,y)$$  

(9)

$$W^i_j(j,m,n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{MN}} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x,y) \psi^i_{j,m,n}(x,y)$$  

(10)

Where, $i = \{H,V,D\}$, and $j_0$ is an arbitrary starting scale and an approximation of $f(x,y)$ at scale $j_0$ is defined by $W_0(j_0,m,n)$ coefficients and also for scales $j \geq j_0$ the $W^i_j(j,m,n)$ coefficients add horizontal, vertical, and diagonal details. Normally $j_0 = 0$ and $N = M = 2^j$ so that $j = 0,1,2, ..., j_0 - 1$ and $m = n = 0,1,2, ..., 2^j - 1$ [22].

The common wavelet-based methods to de-noise the images are explained in the coming steps:

a) Select a wavelet (Haar) and the number of levels (scales) for the decomposition. Then calculate the FWT/DWT of the noisy image. The Haar filter coefficients are given by [22]:

$$n = \{1/\sqrt{2}, 1/\sqrt{2}\}$$  

(11)

b) Thresholding of the detail coefficients includes hard thresholding or soft thresholding. Hard thresholding means putting to zero the elements whose absolute values are lower than the threshold, and soft thresholding includes first setting to zero the elements whose absolute values are lower than the threshold and then scaling the nonzero coefficients to ward zero [22].

c) Calculating the inverse wavelet transforms is by using the original approximation coefficients [22].

"Fig. 2" shows the crack image and the good image in all situations before and after de-noising by different filters.
After de-noising images with Diffusion, Gaussian, and Wavelet filter, we compared the feature extraction properties with two groups of images by Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method. This method is a statistical process of inspecting structures which concerns the spatial connection of pixels. The gray-level co-occurrence matrix can display certain properties about the spatial distribution of the gray levels in the texture image, which include calculating of four factors such as Contrast, Correlation, Energy, and Homogeneity [27]. The results will be discussed in section “4”.

2.4 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Notch Filter

In this subsection, de-noising images are achieved by two (2) dimensional FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) which is given in the following equation to calculate by:

$$f(u, v) = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) e^{-2\pi i \left(\frac{ux}{M} + \frac{vy}{N}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where \(M \times N\) is size of image and \(u = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, M - 1, v = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1\) [22].

The next step after using Fast Fourier Transform 2-D FFT is using a notch filter which is a low pass filter to de-noise the images. A notch filter rejects or passes frequencies in a predefined neighbourhood, at the middle of the frequency rectangle which is defined by the following equation:

$$D(u, v) = \left[ (u - M/2)^2 + (v - N/2)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

where \(D(u, v)\) is the distance between a point \((u, v)\) in a frequency domain and middle of the frequency rectangle. The following equation to calculate notch filter is shown by [23]:

$$H(u, v) = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } D_0 - \frac{W}{2} \leq D \leq D_0 + \frac{W}{2} \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

where a cut off frequency is \(D_0\), \(D\) is the distance, and \(D(u, v)\) is from the middle of the filter, and \(W\) is the width of the band and \(M \times N\) is the size of images. The distance computations for each filter are \(D_k\) and \(D_{-k}\), which are defined in the following equations:

$$D_k(u, v) = [(u - M/2 - u_k)^2 + (v - N/2 - v_k)^2]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

$$D_{-k}(u, v) = [(u - M/2 + u_k)^2 + (v - N/2 + v_k)^2]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

where \((M/2, N/2)\) is the centre of the frequency rectangle and \(k\) is notch pairs and \(u = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, M - 1, v = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1\). The following equation to calculate notch filter is shown by [24]:

$$H_k(u, v) = \prod_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\left[1 + \left|D_k/D_k(u, v)\right|^{2n}\right]} \left[1 + \left|D_{-k}/D_{-k}(u, v)\right|^{2n}\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

Fig.2. (a) Original Crack image, (b) Original Good image, (c) Crack image enhancement, (d) Good image enhancement, (e) Crack image after using diffusion filter, (f) Good image after using diffusion filter, (g) Crack image after using Gaussian filter, (h) Good image after using Gaussian filter, (i) Crack image after de-noising by wavelet filter, (j) Good image after de-noising by wavelet filter.
Equation (18) is a Butterworth notch reject filter of order $n$, containing $k$ notch pairs where $D_k$ and $D_{-k}$ are given by equations (16) and (17) and $D_0$ is a cut off frequency [22].

After using the notch filter, we get 2 dimensional IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) and in the next step, wavelet filter is used to de-noise the image. At the final step, Hough transform is used to crack detection. "Fig. 3" demonstrates the crack image and the good image after using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and Notch filter.

3. Hough Transform

Hough transform technique is a strong universal method used to fit the lines and curves. This technique recognizes a specific class of shapes based on a voting procedure that extracts a specific feature of the image. The method executes a mapping from the $x - y$ space to the $r - \theta$ space, using parameters to represent solutions of the line equation which is defined by [25]:

$$ r = x \cos \theta + y \sin \theta $$

(19)

where $(x, y)$ is the coordinate of a pixel, and $(r, \theta)$ is the equivalent distance-angle parameter curve. In order to extract the crack’s feature in the texture image, each pixel in the original image is planned to the Hough space using all values of $\theta$. Hence, we have a sin wave in the Hough space for each single pixel and also this is an accumulator array $A$, which is used to count the number of, intersects of different $r$ and $\theta$ values. Therefore, for each image the concentricity $S$ measure is computed by finding the maximum values of $r$ for every angle, seen as follows [23].

$$ S(\theta) = \max(A_r, \theta) $$

(20)

"Fig. 4" shows the Hough transform of Crack and Good images.

4. Results

In the first section, between six tested images, one of them has a crack while other images are good or so-called, intact solar cells. This part includes image enhancement by using a multi-stage process, which "Fig. 2" showed the crack image and good image in all situations before and after de-noising by different filters, which include Gaussian filter, Diffusion filter, and Wavelet filter. After filtering, feature extraction was obtained by GLCM. According to our findings, the results show that:

- The original images had low levels of contrast, while in comparison with the outcome of different filters, wavelet images had the highest contrast.
- The wavelet filter produced the highest level of variance, while the original images have the best result in terms of variance level.

"Fig. 3" as the second part of the process incorporates a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Notch filter as low pass filter, Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), and Wavelet filter. The results of Hough transform and $S$ measure are shown in "Fig. 4". The final result is comparing the images with a crack and without a crack, as shown in "Fig. 5". The results confirm that, the image with a crack has the highest $S$ measure compared to the good images. "Fig. 3" (a) which show crack image enhancement, (b) shows good image enhancement, (c) shows the FFT spectrum of the crack image, and (d) shows the FFT spectrum of good image.
The vertical axis in “Fig. 3” (c) and (d) reveals a series of small bursts of energy which correspond to the nearly sinusoidal connection [22]. Also in (e) and (f), they show the vertical notch filter of the crack image and good image, (g) shows the crack image after using Wavelet filter, and (h) shows the good image after de-noising by the Wavelet filter.

We have gotten the cropped image before Hough transform for crack detection and finally for comparing the crack and good images. "Fig. 4" (a), (b) are cropped images after using the Wavelet filter, (c) illustrates result from Hough transform for crack image, (d) shows result from Hough transform for good image, (e) and (f) show the result of "S" measures for crack and good images graphically, respectively.

5. Conclusion

The main focus in this paper is to compare the various images processing techniques to de-noise the solar cell images. Different filters such as diffusion filter, wavelet filter and gaussian filter have been investigated. Features extraction of images was achieved by Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix.

The second part of this study includes image enhancement by using a multi-stage process. This process incorporated a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), low pass filter (LPF) notch filter, IFFT, and Wavelet filter. Then, the Hough transform and "S" measure were performed. Finally, the result is compared, between the images with a crack and without a crack. The result showed that the image with a crack had the highest "S" measure compared to the good images, which had lower levels.
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